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Such a compelling combination of danger, emotion and atmosphere Surgeon Sheik s
Rescue is a top notch addition to White s Sahara Kings series I especially enjoyed the

setting for this third installment An ancient, ghostly abbey located on an island off the
French coast provides an irresistible gothic edge What better backdrop for a tale featuring a
beauty and a beast The author s prose does vivid justice to the setting But then he saw her
eyes, bright like spring crocuses, staring at him through the misted boulangerie window, her
dark curls tousled about her pale, heart shaped face like some untamed thing Tariq cursed,
shutting out the image Another flowed into his mind as the music rose the sight of her on
the heath, like a mythical Red Riding Hood, drifting in and out of curtains of fog as she
followed him with her camera The restaurant door swung shut behind him Tariq sucked the
icy winter air deep into his lungs, trying to calm himself Rain was turning to snow, fat flakes
separating from diaphanous mist, wafting to the ground and winking out on the slick
cobblestones at his feet He strode up the street to his waiting limousine, focusing fiercely on
controlling his limp, his visible weaknesses.Gorgeous And, oh, the heartbreak Bella and
Tariq are both struggling to deal with loss, and the need for reinvention They could help
each other, if only they could trust each other At first Bella is intent on using Tariq and his
intensely guarded history to revive her career, but finds herself growing desperate to rescue
this fierce, lonely, cynical man plagued with grief and guilt That guilt expands when Bella
gets caught up in the menace stalking the royal family until Tariq discovers her damning
secret This is one book you won t be able to set aside, even for a minute After losing her
job and escaping a murder attempt, Bella DiCaprio fled the U.S and made her way to the
coast of Brittany under an assumed name She still believed that Tarq didn t die in the fire
and explosion that killed his fiancee To get her job back, she needed to prove it The abbey
on the remote coast of Brittany seemed to be when Tarq was hiding out reports of a
mysterious man with an eye patch living there circulated in the town When Tarq saw Bella
staring at him on the cliffs, he was furious but eventually Bella helped Tarq heal
Unfortunately, the bad guys were still after both of them How Bella helped Tarq prove who
they were began a series of events that led to a the ending of several political dynasties.I
loved this book There were so many twists and turns that kept the reader engaged the
whole way I hadn t read one of this author s books in awhile and am so glad I read this one.
Huh White managed to surprise me Here I was pacing drudgingly through the first third of
the book bemoaning the deluge of seemingly useless facts, when suddenly the pace picked
up about half way into the book view spoiler You know, when they finally decided to stop
circling around and do it hide spoiler A haunting gothic love story

Miniseries Sahara KingsCategory Suspense Excellent story, One other slight quibble why
would an abbey have dungeons In fact, most castles did not have purpose built dungeons
They had storage rooms built in and around the foundations that came in handy for storing
prisoners, which explains the lack of light, etc In later centuries, those storerooms were
sometimes retrofitted as dungeons, and probably were in the invented abbey in this story It
s just a throwaway thing that likely never occurred to the author to think about why would a
bunch of nuns need have a dungeon All medieval castles have dungeons, right They do in
the movies Yes, but not in real life. |Download Pdf ? Surgeon Sheik's Rescue ? How Far
Would He Go To Keep A Secret Off The Cliffs Of Brittany, Danger Awaits To Bella
DiCaprio, The Windswept Island Offers Hope The Story That Cost Her A Prestigious
Reporting Job Has Brought Her Here, Where A Mysterious Recluse Holds The Key To A
Horrific BombingFor Sheik Tariq Al Arif, The Grief Is Still Fresh That Tragedy Took Not Only
His Career As A Lifesaving Surgeon But Also His Fiancee Only Here, Walking The
Windswept Cliffs By The Haunted Abbey, Does He Begin To Feel Alive Again And When
The American Beauty Shows Up On The Storm Ravaged Island Off The Coast Of France,
He Knows Their Passion Is Dangerous To Desire Is To Dare Can Either Take The Risk To
Love Again
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